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описание


With this book, I wanted to stand with clear evidence that the curriculum that I was able to prepare for my mind came from the core of the hidden approaches that our fathers

and ancestors enacted their ways for us, and that all my effort in it is a suffering that Mina used to show her paths and paths, then remove the dust that obscured its

features, then collect what It is dispersed or differentiated from its methods depending on the connotations of the Arabic tongue because all of this is hidden under the words

of this Arabic tongue and is housed in the author's systems:

With this book, I wanted to stand with clear evidence that the curriculum that I was able to prepare for my mind came from the core of the hidden approaches that our fathers

and ancestors enacted their ways for us, and that all my effort in it is a suffering that Mina used to show her paths and paths, then remove the dust that obscured its

features, then collect what It is dispersed or differentiated from its methods depending on the connotations of the Arabic tongue, because all of this is hidden under the

terms of this Arabic tongue and is housed in the systems of this Arabic tongue. 
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Permissions list


	Internet	Allows to access internet network.
	Access network state	Allows to access information about networks.
	Wake lock	Allows using PowerManager WakeLocks to keep processor from sleeping or screen from dimming.
	com.google.android.finsky.permission.BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE	App customer permission.
	com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE	App customer permission.
	Receive boot completed	Allows to receive the boot completed notification that is broadcast after the system finishes booting.
	Reorder tasks	Allows to change the Z-order of tasks.
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	Имя приложения: 
	категория: Книги и справочники
	Код: com.culture15.zakii2plus.pdf_book
	В последней версии: 2.2
	требование: 5.0 или выше
	Размер файла : 27.24 MB
	время обновления: 2023-12-25
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